Scarf Tying Techniques

The Loop - D - Loop
1. Fold scarf in half and drape around neck. Pull both ends of the scarf through the loop.
2. Take loose ends and pull them up and under creating a new loop.
3. Pull loose ends through the new loop, tighten, and adjust to your liking.

The Side Twist
1. Fold scarf in half and drape around neck.
2. Pull the loose ends through the loop.
3. Take the loop and twist, capturing the loose ends and creating a new loop.
4. Pull the loose ends through the new loop. Tighten and adjust for a double twist look.

The Faux Infinity
1. Drape scarf around neck and tie loose ends together.
2. Loop scarf around neck again.
3. Bring the knot to the front and hide inside the second loop. Adjust to your liking.
**The Knoted Necklace**

1. Fold scarf in half and drape around neck bringing one end of the scarf through loop.
2. Take loop and twist, capturing loose end and creating a new loop.
3. Pull the remaining long end through the new loop.
4. Pull each loose end over your shoulders to the back of your neck and hide under the scarf. Adjust to your liking.

**The “Celebrity”**

1. Hold the scarf from one corner at a bias making it extra long.
2. Tie the two longest corners together.
3. Loop the scarf around your neck. (Same as faux infinity.)
4. Fluff and adjust for a fuller look.

**Ways to wear an Infinity Scarf**

**How to Wear Scarf Accents**